
Time Attendance (Web) Software is an attendance  
management solution particularly designed to address 
the needs of workforce management in any organization.  
Principally designed as a web application, the purpose of 
Time Attendance Software is to calculate IN / OUT TIME of 
the employees. The basic purpose is to adjust the IN / OUT 
TIME of the punches.

The system also enables the manager to keep a track of 
timely performance by viewing reports through real time 
dashboards and acquire a complete insight of attendance 
pattern which include absenteeism, late comings, overtime, 
early exits, and frequent outings that hinder productivity.
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Even a novice in the field of computers can use Time Attendance  
application.

User can change their password directly from application main screen.

Information can be secured by giving limited User  
permissions for each option, screen and report thus disabling the  
unauthorized access to software.

Provides toggle between English and Arabic interface by just a click of 
mouse.

Supports integration with various devices like Card Punch Device, Hand 
Device and Finger Device etc. 

Purging is the process of freeing up space in the processed table or 
of deleting obsolete data that is not required by the Application. The 
purge process can be based on filter date.

Manager can set/edit the user rights as required.

System is able to detect and prompt duplicate punch details if found 
and can be set for the proper treatment for such details. 

Facilitates processing without any human intervention once setup is 
done of corresponding screens. 

Employee’s vacation schedules and shifts can be specified in advance. 

Employee can have multiple shifts that can be of different types as per 
company rules. 

User Friendly

Change Password

High Levels of Security

Bi-Lingual Interface

Device Support

Purge Data Facility

User Privileges

Tracking Duplicate Punches

Automated Processing

Shifts and Vacations Schedules

Multiple Shifts Allocation
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“Employee Master” screen allots different departments to employees 
here. 

Branch(s) created can be assigned to employees directly in “Employee 
Master” screen. 

Keeps track of “Inactive” employees.

This Function allows transferring employee directly from one  
Department/Branch to another. 

The application facilitates to adjust discrepancies in actual punch 
details happening due to various reasons. System overcomes this, by 
providing “Punch Adjustment” option screen. 

The application facilitates to set remark for early and late Punch In and 
out details. 

Detailed information of holidays and vacation history is provided for 
future references and shifts setup.

Provision to view employee wise vacation schedule(s) at any point  
of time. 

Provides detailed and summary reports of employees.

You can customize an existing report to suit your requirements.

• Export your report to MS-Excel or a text file or PDF format. 
• Export your report to printer to print the hardcopy of reports. 
• Facility to move first or last page of report directly. 
• Search for specific record by search option. 
• Specify filter criteria. 

Easy Department Allocation

Easy Branch Allocation

Inactive Employees

Department/Branch Transfers

Punch Adjustments

Punch In and Out Exceptions

Holiday History

Individual Vacation History

Wide range of reports

Customized Reports
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SOLUTION
SHIFT MASTER

SHIFT SCHEDULE

Time Attendance application is mainly used to monitor attendance of employees (Time In and out, Rest Time In 
and out) for smooth functioning of payroll. It provides a function name “Shift Master” screen to define shifts. 
Through Shift master screen, firstly shift details can be added, i.e. “In” time and “Out” time to be allotted to specific  
employee/employees choosing between their work duration or shift schedule, this screen also gives you an option 
of “Punch In” and “Punch Out” Exception time in case, if it needs to be allotted to any specific employee or user 
can even allot a BREAK REQUIRED OPTION [LUNCH / DINNER TIME SETUP] details if required to be allotted.

The shifts created above in the Shift Master Screen, are further allotted and scheduled in the “Shift Schedule” 
screen for the specified Date. These shifts can be scheduled here on permanent on temporary basis.
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EMPLOYEE MASTER 

Maintaining proper information of all employees is the most important activity of an organization. Time  
Attendance provides “Employee Master” screen option for maintaining up to date employee information. Em-
ployee master screen is provided to enter and store details of employees like their  

Working status of employee whether Active / Inactive also can be defined here. This helps while processing details 
i.e. system will not process punch details of In-Active employee. For further information refer Employee Master 
Screen.

1. Official Information comprising of Name, Department, Designation, Employee Class, Shift Type, Overtime, 
National ID, etc . In order to get the employee information the user needs to enter corresponding employee 
code. Employee code is a unique Id allotted to each employee of the organization. 

2. Personal Information like Addresses, Phone Numbers, Bank Account Number, Email Id, Gender Car Details etc. 
3. Card Information 
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BRANCH MASTER 

Main head office and its branch details can be created and managed here... Select Branch option from Setup menu 
and assign branch codes with proper details i.e. Branch Name in English and Arabic. The “Branch Master” screen 
enables to keep a record of different branches created and in future, if there’s a need a report of the same can 
even be extracted. 

DEPARTMENT MASTER

User can define various departments and assign it directly to employees here. The user needs to first set  
department code in “Department Master” screen. Next, he assigns the required department to employee 
through “Employee Master” screen. This can be done through selecting corresponding department name from  
‘Department’ dropdown list and allotting it to the required employee. This assigns selected department to  
employee. 
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DESIGNATION MASTER

User can define various designations and assign it directly to employees here. The user needs to first set  
designation code in “Designation Master” screen. Next, he assigns the required designation to employee 
through “Employee Master” screen. This can be done through selecting corresponding designation name from  
‘Designation’ dropdown list and allotting it to the required employee. This assigns selected designation to  
employee. 

USER MASTER

Time Attendance application gives the Manager the right to secure Information at his discretion. He can restrict 
the user options through “User Master” screen. The Manager can set the required user privileges on “User Master” 
screen. The Manager can give all the existing rights or he can even restrict the privileges as per specific user/users. 
Manager has right to deal with the User Privileges option screen. User can handle option screens if rights are  
assigned in User Privileges. The different rights can be selected and given by Manager to User from BRANCH, 
DEPARTMENT & EMPLOYEE CLASSES functionalities. 

“User Master” screen helps to manage proper allocation of work and rights of user within the company. For  
further information refer User Master Screen.
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PUNCH ADJUSTMENT 

EMPLOYEE VACATION MANAGEMENT

At times, the user may find that actual punch entries do not match with the system details. This may happen due 
to various reasons. To maintain correct valuation of entire punch details “Punch Adjustment” screen is provided 
to adjust such discrepancies manually. The main screen provides employee wise punch details with Remark and in 
case, any adjustment required can be done here. 

“Schedule Vacation” screen allows the user to operate employee’s vacations in a better way. The different types 
of leave are created in the “Leave Master screen” initially like Sick Leave, Paid Leave, Casual Leave, etc further  
being assigned in “Schedule Vacation” screen. Once an employee takes the Leave, System processes details and  
remarks as per vacation setup details. This can be done through selecting proper leave code, future date values and  
employee id. The user can view the “Assigned” and the “updated” vacation list in “Vacation History” controller.

TRANSFER OF EMPLOYEE WITHIN DEPARTMENT & BRANCH 

Transfer screen is provided to transfer employee from one Department/Branch to another. To transfer  
employee select “From Department/Branch” and “To Department/Branch” code values and check checkboxes of 
corresponding employee codes and save transaction. This activity simply transfers selected employee from selected  
Department/Branch to specified Department/Branch.
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PURGE DATA 

PROCESS DATA

With the help of Purge Data Function, the user can delete processed punch details using “Purge Data” screen 
of Time Attendance application. It allows the user to save Time punch records to a storage space and then  
delete those records from the database whenever not required. User can select till what date the data needs to be  
deleted and click purge data button. It removes details without any err or up to specified date. 

The process data function helps to calculate the total time record of the punches, to further process it in the form 
of a final time sheet report, which gives the total personal attendance details of the specific employee.

EMPLOYEE REGISTRATION TO DEVICE 

User can assign location of the devices to employees by using “Employee Registration” screen. Each location 
is having four doors as IN and OUT specified in “Device setting screen”. Here access is given for these doors to 
employees. Only assigned doors will be accessed by employee. Based on assigned doors IN and Out Time is  
calculated. 
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VISITOR CARD REGISTRATION TO DEVICE

DEVICE SETTINGS

User can assign locations to visitors through “Visitor Card Registration to Device” screen. Here visitors are assigned 
access for the device locations. Also visitor details are maintained in this screen. User can also view “History details 
of Visitors”.

Time Attendance application provides “Device Settings” screen through which user sets device information like 
IP Address, Port Number, Subnet Mask, Default gateway, etc. Entering proper details of the device and assigning 
them correctly allows the application to function properly with connected devices. 
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Key Benefits
1. Reduce Labor Costs. Increase worker productivity.
2. Remote Monitoring – Empower your employees and managers to take action.
3. Minimize Compliance risks. Eliminate Time theft, buddy punching and overtime 

costs with biometric solutions.
4. Act on accurate, real time data to manage your workforce more effectively.
5. Significantly reduce time and costs required to process employee payroll.
6. Paperless Environment.
7. View consolidated reports of the attendance of your workforce located at  

multiple locations.
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